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General report of the second stage of Vegetables and Strawberries.

Daniel Pauccar (Huilloc Pampa)
Work Vegetables such as broccoli, cauliﬂower and lettuce are in full development
just going to harvest, what is being harvested is lettuce and chard that is in good
condition, in 2 weeks the harvest of the entire greenhouse will begin so that the
next stage begins , tells us that at the beginning he had some problems with the
Ru'ka (dangerous insect parasite) but was able to control it and is currently satisﬁed
with the work done in the second stage and hopes to improve for the third stage.

Santiago Pauccar (Huilloc Pampa)
Work the following vegetables; broccoly and cauliﬂower is under development, it is
already being harvested, lettuce, chard, onion, it is in good condition, like his
brother Daniel at the beginning they had problems with the Ru'ka (dangerous
insect parasite) but in coordination and experience they were able to control and is
currently waiting a few weeks to be able to sell all the products to start the third
stage.

Julio Huaman (Pacchac Alto)
He works vegetables and in the ﬁrst stage he had problems because he was given a
memorandum to improve his greenhouse since he was working in a terrible way,
apparently in this second stage there was improvement and he is on the right track
at this stage he harvested lettuce and sold in the market, it is also replacing with
onion plants, the cabbages are just coming out and can be sold in the local market
and neighbors, mentions that much of it is for family self-consumption.

Alberto Huaman (Pacchac Alto)
Alberto also received a memorandum for the little interest in the work inside the
greenhouse, in the second stage there were positive changes and he improved a lot
but he has to be controlling with visits for the third stage hoping that he deﬁnitely
improves currently he has already taken out to sell the lettuces, the cauliﬂower and
broccoli are just about to come out, the wife is the one in charge and mentions that
the rest of the vegetables will be sold in Urubamba and that she learned a lot in the
course that was given at the beginning of the second stage.

Benedicto Laucata (Pacchac Alto)
Benedicto and his wife tell us that he has broccoli that ﬂowered from a very young
age (he asks if it has something to do with the seed or variety) and perhaps it does
not have a good production. Currently, he is already harvesting broccoli that is in
better size, lettuce is ready to take to the local market, cauliﬂower is still under
development, in general he mentions that there is an improvement compared to
the ﬁrst stage and that for the third stage they may change products and work with
onion, coriander, asnapa and other varieties of lettuce.

Celio Quispe

(Cheqche Cancha)

Celio informs us that he is already harvesting the lettuce, the broccoli has the same
disease that his colleague Benedicto commented on, they ﬂowered when they
were small in size and they believe that it is also due to the seed or variety, and
cauliﬂower is developing.
Celio has to improve on the issue of cleaning the surroundings of the greenhouse,
there is a lot of weed, I already mentioned it and he promised to carry out this work.
He also informs you that I will be visiting you more often to see positive changes.

Nicasio Pfuturi (Cheqche Cancha)
Nicasio and his wife have also already sold a large part of the lettuce they worked
at the Ollantaytambo market, the broccoli is still growing.
The cabbage is being aﬀected by the bug known in the community as PIKI, to
control this parasite they are controlling it with ash.
It's generally ﬁne, they replaced the lettuce beds with cilantro and the rest may
plant onions since they haven't decided yet.

Juan Pablo Echame (Mutuy Pata)
Juan Pablo, like the other beneﬁciaries, also harvested almost all the lettuce and
sold it, he also replaced those beds with cauliﬂower, but he did not apply the
distance technique as he was taught in the second stage and the plants are very
close, no I was able to meet the wife or Juan Pablo to tell them about that technical
foul.
The cauliﬂower and broccoli are in full development, they have a good size and will
be a good production, the only thing left to do is to remove the weeds, in general
they worked better the second stage.

Florentina Sinchi

(Mutuy Pata)

Florentina works strawberries, although it was not good in the previous months,
currently it has improved a lot and positive changes are seen, currently there is
regular strawberry production and they mention that the fumigation that was
carried out previously helped a lot, they are aware of the irrigation and it is better
cared for in comparison to the previous visits and it is expected that it will have a
good production in the course of the following weeks. There were some plants that
died but they have already replaced them and they are applying everything that
was taught to them in the training carried out by Mr. Juan and Mr. Julio
(representatives of the Alianza Andina organization).

Isac Usca

(Mutuy Pata)

Isac and his wife are already harvesting the lettuce and at the same time they are
replacing it with veterraga and more lettuce.
The broccoli is growing but it is also being aﬀected by the parasite called USA, it
has already been suggested to treat them with ash for the time being.
The couple also used a part to plant lettuce seedlings to later transplant them, I told
them that they have to be constant with the irrigation and remove the weeds, in
general they are also working in a better way.

Daniela

(Mutuy Pata)

Daniela is working correctly applying everything taught at the beginning of the
second stage.
He has lettuce that is ready to be sold and self-consumption, cauliﬂower and
broccoli are in full growth and beginning to bloom.
All the plants are well cared for, well watered and without weeds, I dare to say that
it is one of the best greenhouses that I have been visiting.

Eusebio Laucata (Mutuy Pata)
Eusebio has already harvested a part of the lettuce and replanted it with other
lettuce, 30% of the mature lettuce still needs to be harvested.
Broccoli, cauliﬂower and onion are growing and in good condition, there are parts
where the weeding work needs to be done, generally it is working correctly and
dedicating itself to the care of the greenhouse.
He also mentions if you could recommend another type of vegetables that could
work in the third stage.

Jesus Laucata (Mutuy Pata)
Jesus and wife were working the strawberry in the wrong way but now both have
improved a lot by dedicating more time to the care of the greenhouse.
Currently the strawberry plants are blooming and some are already in production,
they also tell us that some plants died but they replaced them and the fumigation
carried out weeks ago helped them a lot and now they are taken care of in a more
correct way and up to date with the risks, always remember to clean the streets of
the beds to improve care.

Julio Cesar Echame

(Mutuy Pata)

As we know, colleague Julio Cesar greenhouse always stood out compared to the
others that work with strawberries, it always showed order and good criteria for the
care of its strawberries, currently it maintains the same rhythm and has good
production, the plants returned to give good production and They also appear to
be the same size.
He also appreciates the system that was carried out to control pests through
fumigation and the use of greenex and ﬁsh oil, which worked very well and now we
have good results.

Humberto Medina (Huilloc Chimpa)
Humberto is waiting for the lettuce so that he can harvest it, it is estimated that by
the second week of August he will be able to harvest.
He also works chard and it can be seen that he had a good production since he is
harvesting for self-consumption.
The cauliﬂower and broccoli did not grow well in some areas of the greenhouse,
personally I think it was due to lack of constant and uniform irrigation since in other
beds they grew better, I also told you that you have to be more disciplined with the
care of weeds I will be visiting this greenhouse more often.

Tomas Quispe (Huilloc Chimpa)
Companion Tomas is also harvesting the lettuce, the empty beds are still without
plantation of any other type of vegetables, the broccoli is in full development and
almost to bloom.
The chard is in good production and the entire greenhouse is well cared for both in
terms of irrigation and weeding.
He tells us that he will wait a bit before planting in the beds after the chard harvest
and maybe he will plant other types of vegetables.

Juan Laucata (Huilloc Chimpa)
Our colleague Juan works strawberries and in the last few months he had diﬃculties
with growth and production, currently he sees improvements in the plants but it is
not as it should be; the strawberry plants are small in size and some are already
bearing fruit, it is seen that he is constant with irrigation and cleaning for which he
requests any other advice from the representatives of the Alianza Andina
organization Mr. Juan and Mr. Julio , since he is the only beneﬁciary who has the
problem with strawberries compared to the others.

Sergio Melo (Huilloc Pampa)
Partner Sergio is one of the good beneﬁciaries who works the strawberries applying
the techniques that he was taught and is always in the care of the greenhouse,
constant with watering and cleaning, currently he is one of those with good
production.
He also comments that the fumigation work carried out by the Alianza Andina
organization and ACP was very helpful, since after that he greatly improved the
development of the plants and production and has future plans to build more
greenhouses.

Anastacio Pfuturi (Sutuc Machay)
Comrade Ananstacio is also working strawberries, like the other beneﬁciaries he
had discomfort months ago but currently the plants have improved a lot and are
already bearing fruit.
A conversation was held with the colleague Anastacio so that he dedicates himself
a little more to the greenhouse since in all the visits it is always seen that there is
bad grass on the paths of the beds, he promised to clean it but you are not fully
complying Plants are generally doing well and will soon have regular production.

Julian Laucata (Rayan Cancha)
Colleague Julian is working the strawberries correctly, always mentioning that
despite the fact that the greenhouse is far from the house, it is working correctly
and after the fumigation the strawberry production continued to improve, the
greenhouse is also well cared for Strawberry fruit is already being put up for sale.
The production is good and every week it is improving, it is a clear example that if
one wishes to work with dedication, the location of the greenhouse does not
matter, this is one of the good beneﬁciaries, emphasizing that the wife is the one
in charge of taking care of the greenhouse.

First of all, I want to greet the representatives of the Rotary Club of Like Ville Organization, Andean Community Partners, I
hope you are well.
Thank you for your support in this sustainable project in the community of Huilloc, during this second stage we were working
correctly, currently all the beneciaries of the project are in the stage of harvesting vegetables for self-consumption and sale
in the community and local markets where products such as strawberries, lettuce, broccoli and cauliower are being well
accepted because they are organic products.
During the month of August, we will be coordinating the start of the third stage since the new plants will be planted in the
rst week of September and the 3 new beneciaries will also begin to work.
The beneciaries who are working with strawberries are more stable and we are on the right track to have more production
in the following months. They are motivated to get more fruit and take it to hotels and restaurants for sale at a fair price.
Mention that of the 100% of beneciaries we have 10% that in this second stage did not work as indicated, I plan to reach
100% in the third stage, for which I will have to coordinate well with the beneciaries and have stricter control. until they learn
to be autonomous.
John Rafael Rondan Auccapuma.

